Morel Mania, Inc.

8948 IL HWY 18 • MAGNOLIA, IL 61336
LOCAL PHONE: 309-364-3319
TOLL-FREE: 800-438-4213
FAX: 309-364-2960
EMAIL: tom@morelmania.com
WEBSITE: http://www.morelmania.com

Morel Mania, Inc. is owned by Vicky and Tom
Nauman of Magnolia, Illinois. We have both been avid
morel hunters our entire lives. Neither of us can remember
our first mushroom hunt but Tom is sure his was while he
was still in the womb.
In Autumn of 1992, Vicky had watched the children of
some friends for a weekend while the friends attended an
out-of-state festival. When the friends returned, they
presented Vicky with a hiking stick they had purchased at
the festival that had a morel mushroom on top. Vicky
thought it was great because she could use it on the first
hunt of the season to help remind her what she was looking for. It was beautiful in it's own way,
but Tom's comment was that it didn't really look exactly like a morel and it wouldn't fool him in
the woods. Vicky's response was, "I suppose you think you could do better?"
The challenge had been made. However, Tom didn't own any tools and his last attempt at wood
carving was twenty-four years beforehand in high school shop class. He visited Vicky's dad,
Charlie Dalrymple of Henry, Illinois, the next weekend. Charlie was an avid woodworker with a
complete wood shop in his basement. Tom's first attempt at carving a morel wouldn't have fooled
anyone in the woods either. But he kept at it and his morels soon became realistic enough that
people actually wanted to buy them.
Tom and Vicky soon realized that there were many other "Shroomers" and "Roons" that would
appreciate morel products and accurate information. Our first catalog only contained a few items,
but the response was tremendous.
We also attended many festivals to sell our products and in 1996 we started the Illinois State
Morel Mushroom Hunting Championship. We've taken as many as 698 people at one time to go
on a competitive morel hunt. After twelve years, the competition was taxing our resources and
we just couldn't handle the time and financial requirements anymore. With regrets, we transferred
the event to a group in Henry, Illinois in 2008. In 2009, it became the victim of the weak
economy and was not held. Plans for 2010 are undetermined at this time. We now host Morel
University on the first Saturday of May. Our students learn the techniques of morel hunting from
our distinguished faculty.
Tom still carves mushrooms - thousands of them from his workshop in the backyard.
People often ask how he does it. The simple answer is to start with a piece of wood and
remove anything that doesn't look like a morel! They also ask how long it takes to carve a morel
that looks so realistic. The answer is "since 1992 - eighteen years."
The morel mushroom is our passion. It consumes us. It is who we are and what we do. We eat,
breathe, sleep, drink, dream, talk, walk, and live morel mushrooms. We do what we
love and love what we do. Morel Mania, Inc. remains a family owned and operated
business. We have no employees. If you call us, you will talk to one of the owners
of the company. We remain committed to providing only the best morel mushroom
products, information, and activities.

Thanks for letting us serve you.

Our Business is Always Mushrooming!
© 2009, Morel Mania, Inc.
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Shroom Stick™

Grandpa, the master morel hunter, taught
us, "Mushroom hunters need a sturdy
walking stick to turn over leaves, look
under brush, and sweep away the early
spring spider webs."We took grandpa's
sage advice one step further and crafted
our own Shroom Stick™, a divining rod of
sorts, with one of our carved morel
mushrooms firmly attached on top.
Shroom Stick™ (SS301) - $44.00
Personalized Nameplate - Add $6.00

A nameplate and compass
are standard equipment on
genuine Shroom Sticks™

Our compasses are not “toys”.
They are very accurate and
filled with a liquid that will
not freeze.

All genuine Shroom Sticks™ from Morel
Mania, Inc. have a compass and a
nameplate that identify them. You may
personalize the nameplate for the user
with their name or nickname. Please try to
limit the personalization to 20 characters
and spaces. We can do more, but the type
will be smaller and possibly in two lines.

Customize Your Shroom Stick™. Beauty is in the eye of the beholder. You may choose the mushroom shape,
mushroom color, and type of wood that are most beautiful to you. Of course Mother Nature makes each stick
unique and we carve the mushrooms freehand. So, no two Shroom Sticks™ will be identical or exactly as
shown. The choices available are for general appearance only. Be sure to tell us how tall the user is so that we
send the correct size of Shroom Stick™.
Let us know your preference from the choices below. You'll find us very accomodating. The mushrooms are
carved from pine and then dowel pinned with exterior wood glue to your choice of wood types. The entire stick
is then given two coats of satin finish exterior polyurethane.
Mushroom Shapes

Mushroom Colors

All genuine Shroom Sticks™ have
a nameplate as shown above.

You may personalize the nameplate
for the user with their name or
nickname for an additional $6.
Please try to limit the
personalization to 20 characters
and spaces. We can do more, but
the type will be smaller and
possibly in two lines. Let us know
if you want the ’S after the name.
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Wood Types Available

DarkHickory

Light Hickory
Sassafras

Medium

Black
Dogwood

Persimmon
Sycamore

Roon Rod™

We’ve taken four of the best looking morels ever, cast them in
a durable resin, and firmly affixed them on top of our various
hiking sticks. The cap height is 3.25". Let us know how tall
the user is and the style you prefer. Also, choose your type of
wood from the choices described on page 2 with the Shroom
Sticks™. We’ll insert a compass for an additional $5.00.
The term,”Roon” describes either a morel mushroom or a
morel mushroom hunter. The hiking stick is crafted by Mother
Nature, so none will be exactly as shown. Your choices are for
general appearance.
Roon Rod (RM651) - $30.00
With Compass - Add $5.00

Hiking Stick

with Wrist Strap & Compass

Choose your type of wood from the
choices described on page 2 with the
Shroom Sticks™. Let us know how tall
the user is so that we may send the
correct length. The hiking stick is
crafted by Mother Nature, so none will
be exactly as shown. Your choices are
for general appearance.
The compass is embedded in the top of
the stick.

Hiking Stick with Wrist Strap & Compass (HS331) - $15.00

Plain Hiking Stick

The term "Plain" is a severe understatement for these beautiful hiking sticks crafted
by Mother Nature and Father Time. We've only sanded them to bring out the beauty
and given them two coats of exterior polyurethane.
Choose your type of wood from the choices described on page 2 with the Shroom
Sticks™. Let us know how tall the user is so that we may send the correct
length. The hiking stick is crafted by Mother Nature, so none will be exactly as
shown. Your choices are for general appearance.
Plaun Hiking Stick (HS330) - $10.00
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Shroom Sack™

It's soft and lightweight, yet sturdy (even multiflora rose won't tear it!)
It has beltloops, comfortable handles, and an adjustable/detachable
shoulder strap which clips into the belt loops. The shoulder strap
adjusts to fit your comfort level and keeps your hands free.
The Shroom Sack™ gently holds and aerates your harvest to keep
bacteria growth to a minimum while maximizing the excape of spores.
It also allows debris and critters to escape.
The black nylon mesh is 19.5" wide by 17" deep. The bottom is
gussetted to expand with your increasing bounty. It all folds into its
own self-storing 6.5" by 8" pouch.

Self-Storing Pouch

Shroom Sack™ (SB561) - $12.00 each, 2 for $22.00, 3 for $30.00

Mushroom
Knife
MK731

If you know how mushrooms
grow you'll know why it's
important to cut them above
ground level. Our Mushroom
Knife (MK731) features a
hardened steel pruning blade,
rosewood handle with embossed
metric scale, and a soft bristle brush for
cleaning. Extremely useful in the kitchen too!
Mushroom Knife (MK731) - $28.00

Deluxe
Mushroom
Knife
MK732

In addition to the features of
our regular mushroom knife
the Deluxe Mushroom
Knife also has an embossed
orientation scale with
compass and belt sheath. Great for kitchen use also!

Morel University

Deluxe Mushroom Knife (MK732) - $48.00

On Saturday morning, May 1, 2010, Tom Nauman of
Morel Mania, Inc. and other morel hunting experts
will be your instructors for Morel University. Students
will meet at the mushroom patch and be shown how to find and harvest morel mushrooms.
The class is for beginners or anyone who wants to learn the finer points of shrooming:
2010
morel habitat, tree identification, correct harvesting techniques, and tricks of the trade. The
Morel University
Morel University students will also receive a Shroom Sack™ and a Diploma.
(MU101) - $75.00
You will need to be on-site, near Henry, Illinois at 8:00 a.m. and the event will end at noon.
It will start with Tom leading a discussion and question/answer session. We will then divide into groups of ten
with one guide per group. Proper morel etiquette dictates that in a group foray, the mushrooms found will be
shared equally by all participants as will be the case for the Morel University. Class size is limited. Tom also
conducts private guided morel hunts and excursions for fall mushrooms. Check the website or email Tom for
further details.

MO

Nos mos
reperio
morchellae
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Roons’ Rain Gauge™

What could be better for a morel lover's garden? Real ones maybe, but
these two perfect morels and a glass rain tube that will measure up to 5
inches of rain, are very close. The morels and base are cast in resin so they
are weatherproof. The taller of the two morels is 4.5" tall.
Roons’ Rain Gauge™ (RM655) - $25.00

Instant Morel Garden™

Four beautiful resin morels ranging in size from 3 to 4.5 inches tall. Easily
fool friends & family while adding a unique touch to your garden or lawn.
Do not use in public areas as they have a tendency to disappear! They
have a hole drilled in the bottom to place on a nail or toothpick and insert
in ground. They are cast in weatherproof resin for outdoor use.
Instant morel Garden™ (RM653) - $20.00

Big Morel

Three different styles of single giant morels - Over five
inches tall. Weatherproof for indoor or outdoor use. Let us
know which style(s) you prefer.

Big Morel (MC515) - $15.00 each, 2 for $28.00,
3 for $39.00

Morel Double

MC516

MC505

Two of our resin morels on a solid oak base. The Morel Double
(MC505) is great form for your mantle or
bookshelf or add function with the Morel Desk Set (MC516). The
taller morel is 4.5”.

Morel Desk Set (MC516) - $20.00

Double Morel (MC505) - $18.00
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Morel Key Ring

The chain is cast into the stem of our resin morel so it’s
extremely durable.
Resin Morel Key Ring (MC510) $7.00 each, 2 for $13.00, 3 for $18.00

Morel Magnet

2” - 3.5”tall
Resin Morel Magnet (MC509) $6.00 each, 2 for $11.00, 3 for $15.00

Morel Fan Pull

Chain is cast into the top of the
resin morel
Resin Morel Fan Pull (MC514) $8.00 each, 2 for $15.00,
3 for $21.00

Morel Pins

A nice addition to the morel hunter’s hat or lapel. Be
sure to let us know which style(s) you prefer.
Resin Morel Pin (MC506) $5.00 each, 2 for $9.00, 3 for $12.00

Morel Bottle Stopper

Resin Morel Bottle Stopper (MC517) - $8.00 each, 2 for $15.00, 3 for $21.00
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Resin Morel
Ornament

Resin Morel
Christmas Tree Ornament
(MC513) - $8.00 each,
2 for $15.00, 3 for $21.00

Morel Post
Earrings

Available in Yellow or
Black Morels. Approx. 1"
tall. Let us know which color you prefer
Resin Morel Earrings (MC512) - $8.00

LATE NIGHT
MUSHROOM
HUNTING

FRONT

T-Shirt

BACK

A two-sided shirt. The front is fluorescent green and white on black. The back is white
type on black. And, in the Late Night tradition, lists the top ten lies told by mushroom
hunters. There may even be some you haven't heard (or used) yet. 50/50 white
cotton/polyester.
(MA108) - Sizes M, L, XL $15.00 • XXL $18.00

Morel Ruler
T-Shirt

We all know someone who needs this one.
The ruler is designed to make any mushroom measure like a champion.
Two colors on forest green.

Mushroom Patrol
T-Shirt

(MA111) - Sizes M, L, XL $15.00 • XXL
$18.00

Okay, we confess. We've never had anyone hand us
their morels when we've worn this shirt. But, we do
get lots of smiles, and that's what we wanted in the
first place. Silk screened in green on light army
green 100% pre-shrunk cotton.
(MA107) - Sizes M, L, XL $15.00 • XXL $18.00

Wild Mushroom
T-Shirt

An assortment of North American mushrooms
silk-screened on dark chocolate 100%
pure cotton. From left to right: Pin Wheel, Scarlet
Elf Cup, Morel, Chantrelle, White Crested
Coral, King Bolete, Stinkhorn, Puff Ball,
Amanita, and Yellow Staghorn.
(MA109) - Sizes M, L, XL $15.00 • XXL $18.00

Morel Maniac
T-Shirt

Two colors on black 50/50 cotton and
Dacron/Polyester blend.
(MA105) - Sizes M, L, XL $15.00 •
XXL $18.00

Anyone Silly Enough
T-Shirt

Two colors on forest green 50/50 cotton
and Dacron/Polyester blend.
(MA203) - Sizes M, L, XL $15.00 • XXL
$18.00

Morel Maniac Hat
(MH105) - $15.00
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Edible Wild Mushrooms of Illinois
and Surrounding States

By Joe McFarland and Gregory Mueller
Illustrated with nearly three hundred gorgeous full-color photos, this engaging guidebook carefully
describes forty different edible species of wild mushrooms found around Illinois and surrounding
states, including Iowa, Wisconsin, Missouri, Indiana, and Kentucky. The book provides extensive detail
on each edible species, including photographs of potential look-alikes to help you safely identify and
avoid poisonous species. Veteran mushroom hunters Joe McFarland and Gregory M. Mueller also
impart their wisdom about the best times and places to find these hidden gems. It also offers practical
advice on preparing, storing, drying, and cooking with wild mushrooms,presenting more than two
dozen tantalizing mushroom recipes,
Tom and Vicky Nauman of Morel Mania, Inc. say, “Finally!This is the mushroom book we’ve all
been waiting for. Any mushroom hunter in the Midwest will find it incredible. If we owned only one
mushroom book, this would be it.”
Edible Wild Mushrooms of Illinois (MB422) -$24.95

Start
Mushrooming

Morels

By Michael Kuo
Filled to the brim with information about the
by Stan Tekiela and Karen science and sport of finding, identifying, and
Shanberg
savoring this world- renowned fungi, The
Perfect for beginners or even
author brings years of morel-hunting
the seasoned morel hunter who experience to Morels, delivering detailed
want to learn about edible
information in a engaging, readable style to
mushroom species. It focuses
seasoned morel hunters and beginners alike.
on six mushrooms: Morel,
With over two-hundred color photographs,
Oyster, Shaggy Mane, Sulfur
Morels include extensive information on the
Shelf, Giant Puffball, and Hen-of-the-Woods. These are
art of hunting morels and on current
the "safe-six," the six easiest identified, edible mushrooms. scientific knowledge regarding these delectable fungi. 216p, 7" x 10" inEach section has a unique checklist to build your
cludes recipes
confidence.
Morels (MB420) -$27.95
Recipes are included. Color photos. 126p, 6" x 8."
Start Mushrooming (MB402) -$9.95

Smithsonian
Handbook Mushrooms

by Laessoe & Lincoff
We think it's the best
field guide available for
the price. The keys for
each mushroom quickly
indicate season, size,
habitat, edibility, and
unique features.
A clear & concise field
guide, 2300 excellent
color photos showing
different view and
cross-sections of over 500 mushrooms. 304 pages, 6" x 8.5."
Smithsonian Handbook - Mushrooms (MB413) -$19.95
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Find the Tree . . .
Find the Morel

by Jason Edge
An in-depth study of how to find morels by locating
the proper dead elm. Jason spends his non-morel
seasons identifying which trees will likely produce
morels next Spring and now shares his secrets.
B & W and color pics. Basic recipes.
60p. 5.5" x 8.5"
Find the Tree . . . Find the Morel (MB417) -$9.95

Morel Mushroom
Recipes

Favorites From The Nauman Family
& Friends.
by David L. Nauman
Go beyond "frying 'em in butter!" 28 tried-andtrue recipes from some of the best mushroom
hunters in the world. Includes methods of
preserving mushrooms for year-round pleasure
by Tom Nauman. 32p. 5.5" x 8.5"
Morel Mushroom Recipes - (MB421) -$5.00

Carved Morel Mushrooms

These are not reproductions! Each one is an original work of art carved one at a time by our artists. The mushrooms get their color
from the motion of our carving tool (the black morels are also stained). The wood is then sealed with a coat of exterior finish
polyurethane. Our artists hide their initials in the pit pattern.
Each is individually carved from wood. We don't use molds, dies, or jigs so yours won't be quite like any other. We make them to
resemble Esculentas (white) or Angusticeps (black). We don't think anyone really sets them out in the woods to attract the real ones,
but you could "plant" them to attract other hunters so you can capture the real ones. We do know of one customer who has his wife
hide them around the house in the winter to keep him in practice for next season.

Morel Decoy™ single/no base

Approximately 3.25" tall. Available in white or black. Let us know your
preference.
Morel Decoy (MD314) -$12.00 each, 2 for $22.00, 3 for $30.00

Morels Au Naturel™

One, two, or three carved morels on a base of solid oak. Please indicate your choice of morel color.
Single Morel Au Naturel - (MD315) - $16.00 • Double Morels Au Naturel - (MD316) - $26.00
Triple Morels Au Naturel - (MD317) - $36.00

Salt & Pepper Shakers

The yellow morel is for the salt and the black one is for
pepper. Approximately 5.5" tall.
Salt & Pepper Shakers (MD307) - $30.00

Toothpick Holder

The cap of the morel lifts off to expose the toothpicks
hidden in the stem. Available in black or yellow morel.
Toothpick Holder (MD308) - $15.00

Morel Bottle
Stopper

Morels Under Glass™

Limited Edition of 100 carved by Tom per year.
Each is signed, numbered and dated.Three of our
carved morel mushrooms preserved in their natural
habitat on a base of oak or walnut under a glass
Mushroom is approximately 3.25" dome. Oak or walnut base. White or black morels.
tall.
Let us know your preferences.
Bottle Stopper (MD313) - $15.00
Morels Under Glass™ (MD303) - $50.00

See additional carved morel products on page 10
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MONSTER Morel!™

Our MONSTER Morel™ sculptures are the most realistic
you will find in this size. We rough shape them with a chain
saw. Then, we switch to the same techniques used to carve
our smaller Morel Decoys™ because the detail we insist on
isn't possible with a chain saw. We don't have them in
inventory because we custom create them for each order.
Important! They are very top-heavy and tipsy. You will
need to secure them to prevent them from falling over
and damaging the mushroom or your toes! Monster
Morels™ are not free-standing because we would have to
make the base too wide which would detract from their
realistic appearance. For outdoor use, pour a cement base
with reinforcement rods or lag screws set in the cement.
Then drill holes up through the bottom of the mushroom
stem, fill the holes with epoxy, and set the mushrooms onto
the rods. Each is approximately three feet tall and 11 inches in diameter at the widest part. They are carved from catalpa wood which
is very resistant to decay. When annually coated with a preservative, they should last a lifetime- even outdoors. They are carved by
Tom Nauman, President and CEO of Morel Mania, Inc. You'll find his signature and the year carved on each one. Call Tom at
800-438-4213 to discuss how he can custom sculpt one for you. They ship via UPS so please include a street address.
Monster Morel™ (MD323) - $300.00

Earrings

Wire or Post. Carved in wood. Approximately .675" tall.

Wire

Wire Earrings (MD311) - $10.00

Key Ring

Approximately 1.25" tall.
Carved in wood
Keyring (MD309) - $6.00

Morel Magnets & Pins

One-half of our famous Morel Decoys™ carved in wood.
Black or white morel.1.5” to 2.5" tall.
Magnet (MD318) - Pin (MD312)
$6.00 each, 2 for $11.00, 3 for $15.00
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Post Earrings (MD310) - $8.00

Pewter Morel
Key Ring

Post

2.25 x 1.125 inches
Inscription on back reads:
"This is the morel, a mushroom that grows in pretty
good quantity... except
those places in which I
happen to be looking.
Pewter Morel Keyring (MJ341 - $8.00

Pewter Hatpin

Approximately one inch tall.
Pewter Hatpin (MJ342) - $5.00

Pewter Lapel Pin

Approximately two inches tall.
Pewter Lapel Pin (MJ343) - $12.00

Dehydrated Morels

Can't wait 'til spring to savor the flavor?
We think they're delicious year-round. Dehydrating is the best way
to preserve morels. Our pickers use the sun and wind dry them. The
critters sometimes found in fresh morels don't want a suntan so they
soon vacate the premises. The morels last indefinitely if kept dry.
When you're ready to consume, simply soak them in room
temperature water for 4 hours. Next, remove them from the water
and let them drain. The water will will turn brown and may be
strained through a coffee filter and saved for soup or broth. Prepare
the morels the same as you would fresh ones. They don't lose any
flavor or texture.One ounce will rehydrate to one-half pound. Two
ounces will rehydrate to a full pound.

Dehydrated Black
Morels

Our pickers had a good year and we're
passing the savings on to our customers.
While supplies last, Prices shown reflect a
20% discount. These are natural black
morels (No Burn Morels).
Dehydrated Black Morels
One Ounce (DB671) - $9.60
Two Ounces (DB672 - $17.60

Visit our web
site for
Dehydrated
Morel
FAQ’s

Dehydrated Yellow & Gray
Morels

A mixture of natural yellow and gray morels.
LIMITED SUPPLY! Please email
tom@morelmania.com or phone 800-438-4213 for
availability. Business hours: 7:00 am. to 7:00 pm. CST.
Monday through Saturday.
Dehydrated Yellow/Gray Morels
One Ounce (DY675) - $16.00
Two Ounces (DY676) - $30.00

Mushroom
Playing Cards

This pack of playing cards
shows 54 different mushrooms and will delight all of
your fungi friends.
Standard size: 2.5" x 3.375".
Mushroom Playing Cards (MB450) - $6.00
Two or more decks - $5.00 each

Wild Mushroom Ceramic Mug
Wild Mushroom Mug (WC470) - $8.00
2 or more - $7.00 each

Cream of Morel
Soup Mix

The same soup that has been served at the
open house at the Illinois State Morel
Mushroom Hunting Championship where it
received rave reviews. Package includes
the dehydrated morels, mix, and
instructions. All you add is a small can of
beef broth and butter.
Cream of Morel Soup (MS681) - $20.00

Image on the Mug and Tote includes (from left to
right): Pin Wheel, Scarlet Elf Cup, Morel, Chantrelle,
White Crested Coral, King Bolete, Stinkhorn, Puff
Ball, Amanita, and Yellow Staghorn.

Wild Mushroom Tote

Jumbo (14' x 14" x 5") Black Canvas (100% cotton).
Made in the USA
Wild Mushroom Tote (MA109B) - $16.00
Two or more Totes - $15.00 each
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Visit Morel Mania At These Events In 2010
Deer & Turkey Expos

Michigan: February 12 - 14, 2010
Lansing
Illinois: February 26 - 28, 2010
Bloomington
Ohio: March 19 - 21, 2010
Columbus

Morel Afghan

Wrap up in this beautiful throw to
warm body and spirit . It's our own
design and folds in half to reveal
esculentas on one side and angusticeps
on the other. A blend of three colors,
triple-weaved for extra thickness. Size
48" x 70". Be cozy 'til the spring thaw.
Morel Afghan (MA701) - $44.00

FOLD ON THIS LINE AND TAPE EDGES TO MAIL

Wisconsin: April 9 - 11, 2010
Madison

Spoon River Valley Scenic Drive
October 2 -3 & 9 - 10, 2010
London Mills, Illinois
Morel University
May 1, 2010
Henry, Illinois

Print This Catalog and Bring It Along!

Subscribe to our email newsletter, The Morel Booster™ by sending an email with the
word “Subscribe” in the subject line to: tom@morelmania.com
The Morel Booster™ is an opt-in/opt-out service of Morel Mania, Inc.

8948 IL HWY 18 • MAGNOLIA, IL 61336
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50th Annual National
Morel Mushroom Festival
May 13 - 16, 2010
Boyne City, Michigan

Show us your copy of this catalog at any of the above events and we’ll deduct $5.00
from any purchase or $20.00 or more.
Redeemable at the events listed above only.
Limit: one discount per customer.

Morel Mania, Inc.

LOCAL PHONE: 309-364-3319
TOLL-FREE: 800-438-4213
FAX: 309-364-2960
EMAIL: tom@morelmania.com
WEBSITE: http://www.morelmania.com

Mansfield Mushroom Festival
April 24 & 25, 2010
Mansfield Indiana

HOW TO ORDER:

1. Order via the shopping cart on the website catalog. It’s secure via PayPal.
2. Phone 800-438-4213 Business Hours: 8:00 am. to 7:00 pm. Central Time Monday through Saturday.
3. Print Form and fax to 309-364-2960.
4. Print form and mail to: Morel Mania, Inc., 8948 Illinois Hwy 18, Magnolia, IL 61336.

IMPORTANT: Be sure your email address is correct! We will confirm your order by email.
OUR GUARANTEE

If you are not completely satisfied, return item within 30 days for replacement or refund. In stock items will be shipped within five
business days. Orders arriving in November, December, April, or May could take longer. If we foresee a problem we will call you or
email to make arrangements. Please include any special requests on the form. You will find us very accommodating. Please copy or
print the form for your files.
ITEM #

PRODUCT

ORDER FORM

QUANTITY

SIZE

COLOR

Name________________________________________________________________________
Address______________________________________________________________________
City_______________________________________State_________Zip__________________
Phone: ______________________________________________________________________

PRICE

SUB-TOTAL

IL RES ADD
6.25% Sales Tax
Non - U.S. orders
add 10%

Shipping/Handling

TOTAL

Email: ______________________________________________________________________

Payment Method: _____ VISA

___ MC Card

___ Discover ___ AMEX

___ Check or Money Order enclosed. ___ Invoice my PayPal account at the above email address.

Name as it appears on card (please print) __________________________________________________

No. ___ ___ ___ ___

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ Exp. ___ ___ / ___ ___

Signature ___________________________________________________________________________

SHIPPING & HANDLING
up to $14.99
$4.90
$15.00 to $34.99
$7.90
$35.00 to $62.99
$9.90
$63.00 to $128.99
$11.90
$129.00 and over
$13.90

THANK
YOU.
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